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About This Game

Welcome to Wintreal, a small town in the northern US and home to the Blue Norholm Centenary School. Today is Ian’s first day
at his new school. Being blind, Ian has always relied on North, his faithful seeing eye dog, to guide him. But not everything is as

it seems at Blue Norholm, and it won’t take long until Ian’s blindness will be the least of North’s problems…

Features

Guide Ian through the game as North, his faithful canine companion

Use stealth, misdirection an guile to avoid the ghoulish students

No violence
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The controls are really bad.. You can't move the camera angle and you walk with the arrows on the keyboard. The ''Use'' button
is ''S''. On the steam controller you walk with the arrows and the ''Use'' button on the controller is the joystick that you have to
move around until its interracting with the item.. Neat concept I just didn't enjoy the game play too much, not to mention the
characters make you wanna rip your hair out lol see what I mean here https:\/\/youtu.be\/2AvZkTz91ns. The idea of controlling
a dog in a game works very well here. It really makes me feel the urgent dependency between the blind boy and his dog.
Nice gameplay and puzzles, lovely aesthetics which reminds me to Tim Burton.
I really enjoyed playing this game. A must in your library if you want to try something new.. I've been waiting for this game to
come out ever since I saw the trailer, and I have to say it's lived up to my expectations. The concept is unique, I love the Tim
Burton-like asthetic of the characters, and the atmosphere that the game creates as you go around the zombie infested high-
school with Ian and North (Ian's dog) is eerie, which is what you're looking for in this genre.

The game can be quite challenging at times, but that only makes the satisfaction of finally getting past a puzzle or a difficult
level more rewarding. The controls and the actions are well explained during the game, and you get the hang of how to use
North to help you navigate around the school quite easily.

I believe the voice acting is the weakest point in an overall very enjoyable and original game. It's only a minor problem, it
doesn't take you out of the game, just something for the studio to improve in their next project, which I am definitely looking
foward too after having seen what they've done in this one.

In conclusion, I would recommend this game to anyone, and I can't wait to see what Sindie Games does next.. Don't let the
trailers fool you. This game may seem like a fun game to play, but you will get frustrated over and over again. There are some
good qualities to the game but also bad ones, unfortunately.

Pros:
The graphics certainly catches my attention. It kind of looks like the stop-motion animation or a CGI that looks like from
Jimmy Neutron (bad example, sorry).

Another positive is that they have full controller support. That is always a plus.

Also, check points are nicely spread out. If you progress enough to another screen, the game may save from there thus avoiding
many frustrations. This also may be a bad thing for those who want a challenge but then again, there are many challenges a
plenty for this game.

Cons:
Voice acting needs a lot of work. The voice actor for the principle doesn't seem to be putting any effort in the situation. He
seems to be reading from a script. The voice acting for Ian was alright but sometimes certain situations doesn't match his
enthusiasm.

Another problem is controls. I can't speak for keyboard\/mouse since I didn't use it for this game. "Freeze" barking and
"attracting" barking should've been on separate buttons. Double tapping for the freeze bark is brutal. It is difficult to utilize each
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bark properly because you are constantly running around avoiding zombies while trying to go for the freeze bark. Sometimes I
end up attracting the zombies instead. The developers should've separated these two barks in two different buttons.

Map design is a big problem with this game. Most sections in the game don't scroll like a bigger map. They just stay fixed, so
you are just moving from screen to screen. This becomes a big problem because when you are moving to the next screen,
sometimes you automatically bump right into the zombie. There is no way of knowing that the zombie was right in front of you.
Also, the map angle changes at times. When you are running from zombies, I sometimes end up walking back to the previous
map. I even sometimes run right into a wall or zombie that I was trying to avoid.

Overall:
This game was meant to be frustrating and you are meant to die a lot; however, I felt most of the frustration is "out-of-game"
rather than "in-game". I felt I was more frustrated with the controls and bad camera angles which allowed me to die so often
compared to the zombie layout. I would've enjoyed the challenge of strategically maneuvering around zombies with feint barks
but again controller issues and map design ruins it for me.

If I were to recommend this game, it would be for those who love a challenge. For casual gamers, they should avoid this game.

I still give this game a thumbs up despite the many frustrations. Developers do put a lot of effort in making this game. The
concept was good. Story was okay. CGI is nicely done. Decent length of game time. I just wish that the controller and map
design were done better.. Ian's eyes is one of the worst games I have ever played. It\u2019s complete bull crap, but let\u2019s
start with the story first.

You play as Ian, a young blind boy starting his first day at a new school; everything is going okay, till the Principal shows an old
slideshow to the school, which makes them into zombie. So it\u2019s up to Ian and his dog North to escape.

Now let\u2019s start with the good first. I liked the music and the idea for the game is interesting too. Now for bad.
The story does not make one bit of sense.

Hell even when you hear how all most all the school became zombies it still does not make sense. Then there is the protagonist
Ian, he is one of the most stupidest people.
Like when he gets to the Principal\u2019s office, the Principal tells him to get a key from the library, and Ian does that. Even
those he is blind and there are zombies running around.

Or when Ian gets hurt and asks his dog to get something for the pain, again, he asks his dog to get something for the pain.

Now for the enemies. They are unpredictable and unfair in annoying way, what I mean by that is that you must get past them to
get to safety\/get to the next area.

But they are so unpredictable and even those there are blind, if you get to close to them, even if you are behind them they can
still get you.

Then there is the art\/graphics style. Now to me, I don\u2019t really care about that as long as there is a good story with some
good characters.

Hell I think it show you don\u2019t need the best art\/graphics style to make awesome and beloved game.
But this game it show it art\/graphics even the animation still needed some work. Voice acting too.
And the worst thing about this game is it had an interesting idea but completely screwed it up.

So with all that being said don\u2019t get this game, even those I got this on sail, I still feel like I got ripped off.. I like too much
this game and his Tim Burton's style.

It's not an easy game, makes you think about every situation to get Ian out of the room, and also helps you see in the position of
a blind person completely at the mercy of his guide dog.

Totally recommend buying the game, it's a must buy for fans of the indie gendre and.. I could finally play Ian’s Eyes and the
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truth is that I has really wanted to try this extremely original game. That’s precisely its main strength: the originality of what’s
proposed, a story that attracts the player and tests his ability with the controls (and occasionally also his nerves).
In general the game is delightful in terms of entertainment, and both Ian and North are designed with charisma which is
something key in the indie video game industry. As to the creative part and ambiance a great work is also noticed (illumination
is very slick to create such a dismal atmosphere at certain moments).
And we get to the main part, controls and movement. There are certain things that are somewhat exasperating, not so much for
the skills that the player may have but because there are things that are kind of shocking for how it is programmed. With the
number of times you get to die (this is a trial and error kind of game after all) you end up realizing that you can perform an
action over and over in the same way and maybe one of them is successful (a mistake or it’s that you have to Split hairs),
sometimes it’s not clear the detection ranges of certain zombies, or the dog controls that are a little messy when you have to
move a box for example. On the other hand, I think it’s a great idea that Ian may die if North is away for too long, and also the
different zombie types you encounter which causes the game to turn into a very entertaining and a strategic map.
Summing up, an indie game highly recommended for all audiences, that will enjoy and ge ton the nerves (in a good way). Don’t
get fed up on dying, it’s worth it!
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This puzzle-adventure game has surprised me in a good way. Despite some details to polish, the game is pretty amusing and the
challenges makes you want to try once and again.. Really bad voice acting. Really boring gameplay. Really cool idea, but bad,
and i mean just awful execution. i feel bad. i REALLY wanted to like this game but it just ended up not working out. the death
counter just makes it seem like its meant to be hard. i wouldnt know ill never finish it. again i wanted to like it but it just wasnt
meant to be.. Nah dude.

This game has so much potential. Ive had my eye on it for a little and was excited to play it once it was released.

It's not the worst game I've ever played overall, but because of how much this game could have offered, it just hits that much
harder.

I'll even admit I haven't finished the game and I honestly don't have any desire to do so. I could see though that if they fix it up
in the future, it could be a good game but as of right now, I wish I had that money back.

The voice acting is...wow. Ian is not really that bad but the principal is just, no thanks. The controls can be stiff somethines and
the camera angles definently don't do it any justice. They are all fixed angles until you move to a certain point and at times it
screws you over because you might be trying to get away and then you'll move to a different area where it will switch cameras
and your controls will also switch accordingly which can make for a lot of deaths.

The graphics are nice, the music adds to the atmosphere as well it's just not enough to pull me in. It's a cool premise for a game
but it just doesn't seem to be executed well.

I'm usually pretty liberal with games but unless you're DYING to play it, I wouldn't bother.

Could have been a cool game dude.. good gameplay but bad ending. I liked it very much. Since the moment that you enter the
school the story of Ian’s Eyes gets you completely. It’s not another game about zombies, it has a very original idea. Aesthetically
is very well made, very coherent, and both textures and lighting are carefully treated. Animations are very polished and when the
zombies chase you they turn out quite funny, hahahahaaa.
The only downside I’d point out is that the sudden camera changes makes the controls a bit confusing even though they give the
game an extra strategy depth as you have to consider those changes to have a clear picture of what to do in each moment. On the
other hand, if you play with a gamepad instead of keyboard it gets better.
One fairly interesting thing is that you can overcome each phase in different ways as a puzzle with several solutions: you can
run, go stealthy, use barks or combine everything. Thereby both playability and replayability are increased. It’s also great the
fact that there are quite a few moments where you’ll have to squeeze your brain and design a good strategy in order to success,
it’s not just about the controller skills. All in all it’s a very funny game.
Highly recommended if you like amusing games with an original proposal.. Ian's Eyes is a single player indie, survival horror
puzzle game with a unique style to the rest! You play as Ian, a blind kid who is starting a new school, with his trustworthy guard
dog North. So you wanna know more? Well Let's Take A Look At Ian's Eyes.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/vAOICuKWPjs. I was expecting something really cool and the game just didn't deliver.

The design and the concept is pretty cool but the story isn't what I was expecting and the voice acting is terrible.

. Ian's Eyes is a single player indie, survival horror puzzle game with a unique style to the rest! You play as Ian, a blind kid who
is starting a new school, with his trustworthy guard dog North. So you wanna know more? Well Let's Take A Look At Ian's
Eyes.

https://youtu.be/vAOICuKWPjs. Ian's eyes is one of the worst games I have ever played. It’s complete bull crap, but let’s start
with the story first.

You play as Ian, a young blind boy starting his first day at a new school; everything is going okay, till the Principal shows an old
slideshow to the school, which makes them into zombie. So it’s up to Ian and his dog North to escape.

Now let’s start with the good first. I liked the music and the idea for the game is interesting too. Now for bad.
The story does not make one bit of sense.
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Hell even when you hear how all most all the school became zombies it still does not make sense. Then there is the protagonist
Ian, he is one of the most stupidest people.
Like when he gets to the Principal’s office, the Principal tells him to get a key from the library, and Ian does that. Even those he
is blind and there are zombies running around.

Or when Ian gets hurt and asks his dog to get something for the pain, again, he asks his dog to get something for the pain.

Now for the enemies. They are unpredictable and unfair in annoying way, what I mean by that is that you must get past them to
get to safety/get to the next area.

But they are so unpredictable and even those there are blind, if you get to close to them, even if you are behind them they can
still get you.

Then there is the art/graphics style. Now to me, I don’t really care about that as long as there is a good story with some good
characters.

Hell I think it show you don’t need the best art/graphics style to make awesome and beloved game.
But this game it show it art/graphics even the animation still needed some work. Voice acting too.
And the worst thing about this game is it had an interesting idea but completely screwed it up.

So with all that being said don’t get this game, even those I got this on sail, I still feel like I got ripped off.. I like the game just
sometimes I wish you didn't die as much. The mechanic for North is what made me want to play the game. Check out my Let's
play. I don't know if I would recommend Ian's eyes to anyone just yet. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PL-4l-
FqPzTC4DJ_j-NgmFZenR9Yq_UyHb
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